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Province  and Community level we have gathered to attend training to handle the 

online classes effectively in this Pandemic  season. It was very helpful as we got it 

before starting the classes. 

1,Direct Evangelization 

A day in the school starts with prayer.in assembly everyday they recite a word of God 

and they are sharing it with at least five students also it is exhibited  on the board and 

lobby too .We try to reach their homes  and our teachers too joining with us if 

anybody is sick in the families. Faith formation is happening  among the students 

through value education, confession, and holy mass etc.. All students participate in the 

month end prayer which is conducted by the teachers without any fail. Prayer room 

arranged for the students is highly effective. The Rosary is recited prayerfully in the 

month of October. Children are getting prepared for Christmas by doing the small 

sacrifices, prayers, ejaculations etc  . Through power point presentation some 

inspirational thoughts  were inculcated  in the minds of the young generation 

.Students are given awareness on how to keep hygiene , food habits and good 

manners to be cultivated and how to keep away from the social evils which are danger 

to the society . 
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2,Teachers courses; 

Teachers get countless opportunities for attending different courses  to update and 

empower themselves. We got a clear cut idea on how to take classes in an effective 

way using the apps like Zoom, Google Meet etc  by Rev. Fr. Binoy Sj & Co. In CBSE as it 

is mandatory that all teachers should have completed 30 training sessions on different 

topics  like Capacity building Programme on Experiential Learning, classroom 



Management, Hybrid lerning programme , Stree Management during Covid times etc. 

Provine level all of us could attend the Pschology classes by Rev.Fr . Kurian CMI. It was 

so helpful  in our personal life and could apply the knowledge we got from this to 

understand the issues , students and parents are facing especially in covid 

scenario.Teachers were given Phonetics training by Ratna sagar publishers. 

3,Spiritual Atmosphere in School 

Month end prayer by teachers for students & Group prayer for teachers etc are going 

on well .  The occasions of celebrations like  Founder,s day ,Patron’ s day etc are done 

to inculcate  good values as they are visualized the scenes through skit  portraying 

saintly lives. Children’s day, Teacher’s day, Independence day, Gandhi Jayanthi etc 

were helpful to educate better understanding, tolerance, and respect to the nation 

and great leaders and to the society. Visiting Old Age homes and being with them by 

doing some entertainments are some other activities.. 
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4,Lay teacher’s Evangelization 

All the teachers under this Management were given a motivation class on how to give 

a touch  of Jesus the Masterto the students  of our school. According to the need of 

the hour teachers too visit the families of students and thus create a good rapport 

with them. Many kind hearted  teachers of our institution are always ready to give a 

helping hand to those who have financial constraint, remit their bus fund ,provide 

uniform etc.and thus lead them to the frontline of the society accompanying them. 

5,Students who are facing financial issues are never denied their chance to study in 

our schools .Also we are supporting them for their future studies by collecting fund 

from the generous ones. Some of our sisters are always ready to help the financially 

challenged students collecting fund from their dear ones.Eucation is free to the fourth 

child of a Christian family. 



6, Children through Families 

A teacher’ s role is very important in  a student’s life. We could create a good 

relationship with the families through children . Teachers find time to have a personal 

contact with the parents and children as it is helpful to open up themselves. We used 

to visit the families as we have an entry always there. 

7,Developing the leadership potential of young  people is vital. Society always  require 

leaders who are ethical, collaborative, transformative  and have a strong sense of 

service. Children are getting chances in the school level & classroom formally and 

informally for acquiring leadership qualities .WE are trying to reflect the Christ  who 

came to serve rather than to be served. Students are getting trained” to look beyond 

themselves and minister to the needs of others through service.” Career guidance 

classes, TED talks are given to be inspired and motivated by the great personalities. 

8,Alumni:- 

The reputation of an educational institution lies on its students past and present. Our 

alumni have to be strengthened  by updating website where all events and 

programmes are displayed. Thus any alumni can register and donate online for 

scholarship of bright and poor students. 

9,The central govt. announced NEP to improve the quality of education in india.it aims 

to give more emphasis on the creativity, innovation &personality development of the 

students rather than scoring high and memorize content without conceptual 

understanding. Promoting multi-lingualism in class rooms  will lead them to a 

tendency to loosen the strictness of using English  communication especially in CBSE 

schools. 

Challenges ; 

Administration 

   The appointed persons to this department should be trained with language 

proficiency and also completed the course apt to this.A supporting team is necessary 

for the better functioning of the institution. 

Human Resources 

HR plays a key role in developing , reinforcing and changing the culture  of an 

organization. If there is a team , they can train the employees and upgrade their 

learning knowledge. 



Finance 

Here about 25% of the students are given fee concession due to different issues, and 

financially we are struggling as parents are reluctant to remit the fee especially in this 

covid scenario. Still they demand quality education with all the fecilities. 

Infrastructure 

Our school campus & this premises looks beautiful  and we have a peaceful 

atmosphere here to the students which is helpful for their holistic development.Still a 

lot of things are remaining as we go forward especially when NEP is implemented. 

Value Education 

School is the place where children are getting trained to develop virtues and  a sense 

of morality among students. For catholic schools education can not be free of values. 

Sex education, health education, character development, personality development, 

citizenship development and spiritual development etc are given to them timely with 

the intention of training them  to face the outer world  with the right attitude and 

values. Through this we are focusing  on the holistic development of the students. The 

seminar we conducted for class x & XII was so effective as it was a chance to think 

about their future life in the midst of Covid.  
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Teacher- student relationship 

In our school Students are keeping a good relationship with their teachers even after 

their schooling. Here our teachers find time from their busy schedule to have a 

personal talk with their students. As teachers are like a mother to them ,children open  

up their mind in front of them  keeping a good rapport. They are giving a good 

accompaniment , encourage the students to develop their innate talents on different 

occasions, motivate them to perform well academically too by presenting before them 

the great personalities. 

 

                                                 

 

 

 

 

 


